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CMS Issues Final Rule on Medicare Prior Authorization for Certain DMEPOS Including Most
Lower Limb Prostheses
On December 29th, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) released the long
anticipated final rule regarding Medicare prior authorization of certain DMEPOS, including most
lower limb prostheses. The final rule, which will be published in the December 30, 2015 Federal
Register, will be implemented 60 days after it publication.
AOPA has reviewed the final rule, and offers the following preliminary thoughts and comments
regarding the provisions of the final rule.
AOPA’s primary concern with prior authorization of prostheses is, and always has been, that it will
critically delay timely access to the provision of prosthetic devices that are crucial to the
rehabilitation needs of Medicare beneficiaries. In the final rule, CMS acknowledged that proper
access to medically necessary care is of the utmost importance, but indicated that it will use subregulatory processes to determine appropriate timelines for making prior authorization
decisions. These sub-regulatory processes are inherently arbitrary in that they do not allow for
public input and or comment regarding their appropriateness. AOPA remains concerned that
prior authorization of any kind will only serve to hinder the delivery of medically necessary
prosthetic care within reasonable timeframes.

Another concern that AOPA expressed in its comments on the proposed rule that was not
sufficiently addressed in the final rule is that prior authorization does not equate to a
guarantee of claim payment nor does it eliminate the exposure of the claim to additional
audits. While the final rule states that an affirmative prior authorization decision indicates that
the required documentation for claim payment is present, it also reiterates that it is not an initial
claim determination and the claim may ultimately be denied for technical reasons such as invalid
proof of delivery documentation.
AOPA met with representatives from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) in August while
they were reviewing the proposed rule and registered concerns about the above issues.
The few seeming new wrinkles in the final rule is that implementation will not be immediate and
universal, but there will be a Master List of 135 HCPCS codes eligible for inclusion in prior
authorization. It appears there will a phase-in process, meaning not all 135 codes will be
subject to prior authorization immediately. Rather, the final rule indicates that CMS will
establish a subset of the master list that will determine which HCPCS codes require prior
authorization as part of the initial implementation of the final rule. While the master list includes
lower limb prosthetic HCPCS codes that meet or exceed the $1,000 threshold, it remains to be seen
which codes will be included in the initial list of codes that will be subject to prior authorization.
While the current list does not include any orthotic codes, AOPA remains concerned that future
updates to the master list may include orthotic codes that meet the criteria for inclusion in prior
authorization. At first glance, the final rule does not recognize two key facts from Medicare’s own
data:
1. There is not a problem of unnecessary utilization of lower limb prosthetics, and the -14%
reduction in prosthetics payments over the 2010-13 period proves that;
2. Today, Medicare prosthetic patients are 35% LESS LIKELY to receive an advanced tech
prosthetic device than they were just 5 years ago (2005-2009).
In addition, the final rule acknowledges AOPA’s concern regarding the need for a more timely
response to prior authorization requests but elects to define these timeframes through sub
regulatory processes that do not allow for public comment or input.
While AOPA will review the final rule more closely in the coming days, After its preliminary
review, AOPA believes that the final rule fails to address AOPA’s concerns regarding the
implementation of a prior authorization program that:
1. Does not appear to constitute a guarantee of payment; and
2. Retains the payment threshold of $1,000 for inclusion in prior authorization
3. Does not assure that providers would not be subject to post-payment/RAC audits on
the very same issue of medical necessity; and
4. Uses sub-regulatory processes to define appropriate timeframes for response to
prior authorization requests; and

5. Exceeds its authority to initiate a limited pilot on prior authorization, done only in
selected areas (as was done with power mobility devices) to a national policy impacting
all amputee beneficiaries nationwide.
AOPA will provide additional analysis of the final rule as it becomes available.
Mastering Medicare Webinar: Pre-Payment Reviews: What You Need to Know to Pass

Wednesday: January 13, 2016, 1:00-2:00 PM (EST)
What do you need to know about pre-payment reviews and how can you comply with DME MAC
requirements? Attend the January 13th webinar for everything you need to know. Get your staff
trained on handling Pre-Payment Reviews and earn 1.5 CEs. An AOPA expert will address the
following issues during the Audio Conference:





Learn about the Pre-Payment Review process and how it differs from other audits
Examine the current results of ongoing pre-payment audits
See what type of information the DME MACs are looking for in the audits, and make sure
you are including the correct information
Learn how to have yourself removed from the pre-payment review list

AOPA members pay $99 (nonmembers pay $199), and any number of employees may participate
on a given line. Attendees earn 1.5 continuing education credits by returning the provided quiz
within 30 days and scoring at least 80 percent. Register online here.
Contact Joe McTernan at jmcternan@AOPAnet.org or 571/431-0854 with content questions.
Contact Ryan Gleeson at rgleeson@AOPAnet.org or 571/431-0876 with registration questions.
Jurisdiction A DME MAC Contract Awarded to Noridian Health Solutions, LLC
On December 16, 2015, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Service (CMS) announced that
Noridian HealthCare Solutions, LLC. was awarded a contract to serve as the Jurisdiction A Durable
Medical Equipment Medicare Administrative Contractor (DME MAC). Noridian currently holds
contracts to serve as the Jurisdiction D DME MAC as well as the Pricing, Data Analysis, and Coding
Contractor (PDAC) and will replace National Heritage Insurance Corporation (NHIC) as the
Jurisdiction A DME MAC contractor.
While no contract award protests have been filed as of yet, it is highly likely that one or more of
the companies that submitted proposals to CMS to serve as the Jurisdiction A DME MAC will
formally protest the award to Noridian which will result in a delay in the final award of the
contract.

With the December 16th announcement, the number of contractors responsible for processing
Medicare DMEPOS claims may ultimately be reduced to two, as CMS announced in September of
2015 that the contract to serve as the Jurisdiction B DME MAC was awarded to CGS, which
currently serves as the Jurisdiction C DME MAC. This award was immediately protested by
National Government Services, the incumbent contractor for Jurisdiction B and the protest has not
yet been resolved. AOPA will continue to follow developments regarding both of these contract
awards and will communicate any new information to its members as it becomes available.
Questions regarding this issue may be directed to Joe McTernan at jmcternan@aopanet.org or
Devon Bernard at dbernard@aopanet.org.
Snowblowers Pose Dangerous Risk for Amputations
Did you know that almost 600 finger amputations occur each
year due to improper operation of snowblowers? This statistic
is provided by the Consumer Product Safety Commission
(CPSC). The majority of these tragedies happen when users
attempt to clear snow from the discharge chute or debris from the augers with their hands. On
January 6th, 2016, the Amputee Coalition released a statement urging safety when operating
snowblowers this winter.
The CPSC reports that each year, approximately 5,740 hospital emergency room-related injuries
are associated with snowblowers. The agency has received reports of 19 deaths since 1992.
Fatalities include people becoming caught in the machine, as well as carbon monoxide poisoning.
The CPSC offers the following safety tips for the safe operation of snowblowers:
 Stop the engine and use a long stick to unclog the wet snow and debris from the machine. Do
not use your hands to unclog a snow blower.
 Always keep hands and feet away from all moving parts.
 Never leave the machine running in an enclosed area.
 Add fuel to the tank outdoors before starting the machine; don’t add gasoline to a running or
hot engine. Always keep the gasoline can capped and store gasoline out of the house and away
from ignition sources.
 If you have an electric-powered snow blower, be aware of where the power cord is at all times.
The Amputee Coalition adds two more safety tips:
 Never let a child under the age of 18 operate a snowblower. Although statistics are unavailable
for child-related snowblower injuries, we do know that 600 children each year lose an arm or
hand to lawn mowers each year.
 To stay safe, keep hands and fingers out of the snowblower mechanism whether the machine is
running or turned off. Do not disable the safety devices built into most new snowblowers, and
take the time to review the key safety features in the owner's manual.

Congress Close to a Deal on Funding of the Federal Government; Modest Potential Impact
on O&P and Suspension of Medical Device Excise Tax for Non-O&P in Play
On Wednesday, December 16th, President Obama signed a short term spending measure that will
allow the Federal government to continue to operate until December 22, allowing Congress to
finalize its long anticipated Omnibus appropriations and tax break extender legislation that will
fund the Federal government for the remainder of the 2016 fiscal year. Two important provisions
of this legislation that are of significance to O&P are the limitation of Medicaid reimbursement
rates for Durable Medical Equipment to current Medicare rates and a 2 year moratorium of the
2.3% medical device excise tax.
The provisions that would limit Medicaid reimbursement for DME to current Medicare rates may
result in significant reductions in Medicaid payments for DME due to significant reductions in
Medicare payments as a result of competitive bidding. These provisions would not have an
immediate impact on O&P services since they are not currently included in current competitive
bidding programs. If CMS eventually acts to exercise its sole competitive bidding authority as to
O&P , i.e. if CMS were to incorporate off the shelf (OTS) orthoses into future competitive bidding
programs, it would also likely result in a significant impact reducing Medicaid payments for this
limited category of OTS (only) orthotic devices in the future.
The second provision would create a 2 year moratorium of the 2.3% medical device excise tax, a
tax that AOPA has opposed since its inception. While this would be good news for the DMEPOS
industry in general, it is important for AOPA members to recognize three facts relative to the
pending deliberations on the omnibus bill, and the provision calling for a two-year moratorium of
the 2.3% medical device excise tax:
1. AOPA’s efforts with the Department of Treasury and the IRS secured a decision in 2012
that recognized, from the very inception of the medical device excise tax, that O&P devices
are, and remain exempt from the tax at both the manufacturer and patient care facility
levels.
2. Nonetheless, AOPA has consistently advocated the complete elimination/repeal of the
medical device excise tax as it is an unnecessary burden on all medical device companies,
and thereby, upon all of American health care.
3. Whether or not the pending omnibus spending bill is actually enacted in its current form
and results in a two-year moratorium of the medical device excise tax or not, the longstanding, permanent exemption secured for O&P in 2012 remains fully in force and
applicable without change. The O&P exemption is completely distinct and independent of
the current discussions on suspending the 2.3% tax that has been applicable to virtually all
others selling medical devices.
AOPA will continue to monitor the status of the pending omnibus bill as it moves closer to passage,
presumably next week.
Questions regarding this issue may be directed to Joe McTernan at jmcternan@aopanet.org or
Devon Bernard at dbernard@aopanet.org.

Regulatory Updates - Two Bills of Interest to O&P Introduced in Congress
The long-awaited Senate Finance Committee AFIRM bill has been introduced by Chairman Hatch
as S. 2368. This bill has a potential companion discussion draft—a series of additional steps is
being advanced for the consideration of the Senate Committee, and this Discussion Draft includes
a number of provisions that are of particular interest to AOPA members, and the broader O&P
community including our patients. In the AFIRM bill and the Discussion Draft—you will see, for
example, inclusion of the orthotist/prosthetist notes language, the separation of O&P from DME,
and the minimal self-adjustment language in the Discussion Draft (but not presently in S. 2368).
As to S. 2368 itself, there is clearly less there that would be a plus for the O&P community, but the
provisions from the discussion draft would be beneficial to O&P.
Rep. Tom Price, (R-GA) has introduced H.R. 4185, the Protecting Access through Competitivepricing Transition Act. Rep. Price is on the House Ways & Means Committee, is the Chair of the
House Budget Committee, and is himself an orthopedic surgeon. In H.R. 4185 he articulates his
vision for a pricing model alternative to competitive bidding. On the last two pages of his bill, he
has included language of importance to AOPA and O&P with respect to clarifying the meaning of
‘minimal self- adjustment’ for OTS orthotics.
OPAF Hosts Feet First Contest
On January 5th, 2016, OPAF & The First Clinics
announced their new contest, Feet First, – a prosthetic
foot shell decorating contest for the upcoming Academy
Annual Meeting in Orlando. A chance to show your
artistic/creative/crazy side to the industry! Request a foot shell from OPAF by January 8, create
your fabulous footshell and return to us by February 15. Vote for your favorite foot shell online
from March 1-5 or in person at the OPAF booth in Orlando. The winners will be decided by
popular vote and announced during the Academy Meeting. Decorated footshells will be auctioned
off at the OPAF booth to support the work of OPAF & The First Clinics.
Show your creative side and help support a great cause at the same time! There are only 50 shells
available, thanks to the generosity of Kingsley Manufacturing, so request yours today by
contacting Robin Burton at Robin@opafonline.org or 980-819-9404.
Upcoming AOPA Events
January 13, 2016

Pre-Payment Reviews: What You Need to Know to Pass
AOPA Webinar
Learn more or register here

January 25-26, 2016

Mastering Medicare: Essential Coding & Billing Techniques Seminar
Tampa, FL
Learn more or register here

February 10, 2016

SNF Billing: Beyond the Basics (The Ins and Outs)
AOPA Webinar
Learn more or register here

